


When we closed our doors on Monday 16 March 2020, 
we could never have imagined the building would still be 
closed over a year later. The sense of loss and sadness at 
all the things that have been postponed and cancelled 
over the past 12 months is immeasurable. However, like our 
city, Team Curve are a resilient group of people and from 
the moment we were plunged into lockdown, we were 
determined to make the very best out of every challenge 
thrown our way. We have always believed passionately 
that everyone who lives, works or learns in our city should 
have access to great art and culture, and faced with the 
devastation of the pandemic it seemed more important 
than ever we should do everything possible to remain 
connected to our audiences, communities, young people 
and artists.

We are incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved in the last 
12 months; over 650,000 people have viewed our work 
online, we employed 268 freelancers and we shared over 
100 hours of original digital content. We also developed 
our capacity for producing theatre online and our critically 
acclaimed productions of Sunset Boulevard and The Color 
Purple – created especially for streaming – were seen by 
over 35,000 people across 45 countries. The Telegraph 
noted our work as ‘ground-breaking’ and ‘a game changer’.

We are indebted to our principal funders Arts Council 
England and Leicester City Council, the DCMS Culture 
Recovery Fund and the Coronavirus Job Retention 
Scheme for supporting Curve throughout the pandemic. If 
it wasn’t for this crucial investment in Curve, as well as the 
unwavering support from our audiences and communities, 
the theatre simply wouldn’t be here today. Our sincere 
thanks to Cameron Mackintosh for the use of the revolving 
stage, which helped transform our auditoria into an epic, 
Covid-safe arena for these productions.

We’d also like to thank our ever-supportive Board of 
Trustees and Team Curve; many of the team have been on 
furlough and haven’t been able to contribute directly to 
these projects as they normally would, but their work ethic, 
passion and talents are inherent in the fabric of each and 
every one of the projects we have embarked on over the 
past year.

On the night we shut the doors of our theatre, we 
wandered around the empty auditorium, the Phantom 
chandelier hanging ominously above our heads, and made 
a vow that we will both do whatever it takes to ensure the 
long-term survival of Curve; we will work harder than we 
have ever done before, to ensure our theatre can open one 
day and can continue to serve all of our communities, long 
into the future.

People are at the heart of Curve and we are proud to 
be associated with RTYDS and look forward to working 
with a Trainee Director over the coming year. Equality, 
diversity and inclusion sit at the heart of our organisation 
and we are keen to elevate and amplify directors from 
underrepresented backgrounds. Theatre is thrilling when 
people from unique backgrounds and perspectives come 
together and this is something we feel passionately. If you 
are keen to develop your practice as a theatre director and 
you’ve ever felt excluded or been made to feel theatre isn’t 
for you, Curve is the place for you.

WELCOME!

Chris Stafford
Chief Executive 

Nikolai Foster
Artistic Director 



Curve is a major producing theatre with a reputation for 
creating high-quality drama, musical theatre, new work, 
dance and work with young people. Curve’s role is to 
present theatre which inspires, challenges, entertains, 
excites and reflects 21st century Great Britain both on and 
off our stages; for everyone who lives, works and learns in 
our unique city and beyond.

Before the coronavirus pandemic, across 2018/19 over 
one million people engaged with our theatre, either here 
in Leicester or on national or international tours. Running 
alongside all of this, we are proud of the diversity of work 
that happens away from our stages, around the building 
and in our local communities. During 2020 we went 
online. Over 650,000 people viewed our work online, we 
employed 268 freelancers and shared over 100 hours of 
original digital content. We also developed our capacity 
for producing theatre on film and our critically acclaimed 
productions of Sunset Boulevard and The Color Purple 
– created especially for streaming – were seen by over 
35,000 people across 45 countries. The Telegraph noted 
our work as ‘ground-breaking’ and ‘a game changer’.

No one week at Curve is ever the same; local companies 
might be rehearsing in one space, with workshops 
and rehearsals for our own Made at Curve productions 
happening in another and Cameron Mackintosh opening 
his latest blockbuster in the Theatre.

All of this will be happening whilst our learning team are 
delivering pre-performance workshops in local schools and 
our Curve Youth and Community Companies are taking 
part in rehearsals and performances, led by an incredible 
team of creatives and theatre-makers. It all adds up to an 
exciting and eclectic mix, in a space that is literally bursting 
at the seams.

Our Creative Programmes department (community, 
participation, learning and new work) engage with 
thousands of people every year, but our ambition is 
always to do more. We have a responsibility to ensure that 
everyone, regardless of personal, social, educational or 
financial circumstance has access to great culture and life-
changing opportunities.

Curve is a registered charity, and this supports our work 
with people of all ages and backgrounds, enabling them 
to access, participate in and learn from the arts, nurturing 
new and emerging talent and creating outstanding, 
award-winning experiences. Ensuring our theatre is fully 
accessible, egalitarian, and celebrating people from all 
backgrounds is paramount to our work and the ethos 
which underpins our theatre.

Welcome to our theatre, a theatre for all.

ABOUT US



Curve is a spectacular state-of-the-art theatre based in 
the heart of Leicester’s vibrant Cultural Quarter.

Under the leadership of Chief Executive Chris Stafford 
and Artistic Director Nikolai Foster, Curve has developed 
a reputation for producing, programming and touring 
a bold and diverse programme of musicals, plays, 
new work, dance and opera. All of this is presented 
alongside a dynamic mix of community engagement, a 
vibrant youth theatre, artist development and learning 
programmes, which firmly places audiences, artists and 
communities at the heart of everything we do. At Curve 
we want to be recognised as a theatre of national and 
international significance and are dedicated to making 
and programming world class performances for everyone 
who lives, works and learns in our unique city and 
beyond. Our artistic aspiration is to grow our national and 
international reputation for creating, commissioning and 
touring brand-new productions.

Rafael Viñoly gifted the people of Leicester a magnificent 
building and we are privileged to lead an organisation 
which continues to surprise, create intrigue and entertain 
as much today as when the building was officially opened 
by HRH Queen Elizabeth on 4th December 2008. Viñoly’s 
astonishing building supports the creation of world-class 
theatre and welcomes everyone from all backgrounds, 
it’s glass walls and democratic spaces setting out its 
egalitarian credentials.

Curve was built for the communities of Leicester and 
Leicestershire, supported by Leicester City Council and 

Arts Council England, and our diverse communities have 
taken complete ownership of the venue over the years 
and are proud of their theatre.

Unlike any other theatre in the UK, we have no traditional 
backstage area. Audiences can enjoy the full theatre 
making process, peek behind the scenes and maybe 
even spot an actor or two dashing from the stage to their 
dressing room or enjoying a coffee in our Café.

Leicester has undergone a cultural renaissance in the last 
ten years. The opening of Curve has brought national 
theatre productions and other performances to the city 
as well as providing a new home for local and regional 
performance groups. Nearby Phoenix Square is a base 
for alternative arts including cinema and new media. 
Leicester also hosts several festivals each year, including 
the UK’s biggest Comedy Festival and the Diwali 
celebrations – the largest outside India – attracting over 
35,000 people. With a population of around 400,000, 
Leicester is the tenth largest and most culturally diverse 
city in the UK, with a history stretching back some 2,000 
years. The surrounding county of Leicestershire is home 
to almost 700,000 people, meaning Curve’s audience 
comprises one of the most culturally diverse in the UK, 
whilst also serving a more traditional, theatre-going 
population. Only one hour away from London by train, 
and well connected to the entire UK from our Midlands 
base, Curve Leicester is fast becoming the number one 
destination for artists, audiences, theatre makers and 
producers.

HISTORY OF CURVE



Whilst our doors have remained closed to audiences 
since 16 March 2020, we have continued to innovate, 
engage with communities and support those in the 
industry. Throughout the year, we have created and 
shared more than 250 digital assets, including our Curve 
in Conversation series of in-depth interviews with leading 
theatre-makers, free to view archive recordings of Made 
at Curve productions and educational Curve Classroom 
sessions to support home-schooling and lifelong learning, 
created as a direct response to the needs of teachers 
and parents during lockdown. In total, our digital work 
received over 650,000 interactions across more than 
120 countries. We also created acclaimed streamed 
productions of musicals Sunset Boulevard and The 
Color Purple for audiences to enjoy at home. These 
performances were seen by 35,000 people. Over the 
course of the year, we also employed 268 freelancers and 
remained connected with its Curve Youth and Community 
Companies, delivering more than 160 online classes.

We produce work under our Made at Curve banner, 
which is recognised by audiences as high quality, 
provocative and entertaining theatre. Recent Made at 
Curve productions include the streamed productions of 
The Color Purple – at Home and Sunset Boulevard – at 
Home (“A game changer”, The Telegraph), Giles Andreae 
and Guy Parker Rees’ Giraffes Can’t Dance, West Side 
Story, Hanif Kureishi’s My Beautiful Laundrette (co-
produced with Belgrade Theatre Coventry, Everyman 
Theatre Cheltenham and Leeds Playhouse), John 
Osborne’s The Entertainer (co-produced with Anthology 
Theatre and Simon Friend), A Curve Young Company 

and Community production of Bollywood Jane, a new 
UK tour of Jim Jacobs & Warren Casey’s Grease, Alice 
Walker’s Tony award-winning musical The Color Purple 
(co-produced with Birmingham Hippodrome), Winner – 
Best Regional Production at the WhatsOnStage Awards, 
Gloria and Emilio Estefan’s On Your Feet!, Irving Berlin’s 
White Christmas, Dr. Seuss’s The Cat in the Hat (and 
UK tour) and the world-premiere of Dougal Irvine’s 
adaptation of Riaz Khan’s Memoirs of an Asian Football 
Casual.

In addition to our celebrated Made at Curve productions, 
we collaborate regularly with some of the world’s leading 
artists and theatre producers, launching tours and 
transfers from our iconic, technically advanced base in 
the heart of Leicester. Cameron Mackintosh, the Royal 
Shakespeare Company, the National Theatre, Akram 
Khan, Michael Harrison, David Ian and Matthew Bourne 
all regularly produce work out of Curve.

In 2021 we are looking forward to welcoming Mamma 
Mia!, Disney’s Bedknobs and Broomsticks, Priscilla Queen 
of the Desert, Everybody’s Talking About Jamie, Six, 
Derren Brown and many more to our spaces.

We’ve commissioned and supported a range of midscale 
and smaller-scale work by Midland’s artists over the 
last few years including Jack Britton’s Mighty, Lewis 
Doherty’s BOAR, Rachael Young’s Nightclubbing, Sheep 
Soup’s The Leftovers, Tom Powell’s I Dare You, Major 
Labia’s Vulva La Revolution, and award-winning Jess 
Green’s The Self-Help Guide to Being in Love With 
Jeremy Corbyn.

2020/21 PROGRAMME





OUR THEATRE 
SPACES
Our curved façade is made from 1,192 tonnes of steel and 46000m² of glass.

Designed by Rafael Viñoly, our building houses three unique auditoria:

THEATRE 900 
Traditional proscenium arch, 60 fully automated fly bars and flexible pit and substage. 
One of the largest stages in the UK and recently upgraded auditorium which seats 985.

THEATRE 400 
A fully automated studio space, with a large, flexible playing space. Seats up to 400.

THEATRE 90 
A fully flexible space, with automated bleacher seating for up to 90.

The 900 and 400 seat auditoria can also be transformed into an epic arena, 
seating 1500 in a variety of configurations.

We have five large rehearsal spaces, two with full height rigging facilities, 
a state-of-the-art recording studio, and on-site wardrobe facilities.



RESIDENCY 
ACTIVITY PLAN
DATE ACTIVITY MAIN FOCUS OUTCOME/WHAT WILL BE LEARNED

Autumn 2021 Assistant Director 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof.

To support the director Anthony 
Almeida with the production.
Put the show into the tour venues.
Rehearse in the cast and oversee 
their role whilst also being the point 
of contact with the Company Stage 
Manager and the creative team.

The role of Assistant Director on a midscale play.
How to transfer a show into different venues on tour.
Learn how all of the different roles work on a midscale 
touring play.

November 2021 Director / Facilitator 
for events for the New 
Work Festival (Theatre 
90 or Theatre 400).

To plan and lead a workshop for 
professional artists in our local area 
and communities OR deliver an event 
for regional artists.

Development of facilitation skills.
An opportunity to get to know the regional artist 
development ecology and midlands-based artists and 
look for opportunities to create work or share learning.

Winter 2021 Resident Director 
A Chorus Line 
(Theatre 900)
or
Family Show 
(Title TBC) 
(Theatre 400).

To support Nikolai Foster with the 
production or the director of the 
family show.
Working with the Creative 
Programmes team and producers 
to create and facilitate wraparound 
workshops / material.

The role of Resident Director on a family musical or 
adaptation.
Understanding of how to work with a director and 
creative team on a large-scale show or adaptation.
Understanding wraparound activity for families and 
children.
Being aware of the specific demands of the Christmas 
season.

Spring 2022 Direct the De Montfort 
University Student 
Co-Production with 
Curve (Title TBC).

Direct our DMU Co-Production Developing language for working with an ensemble 
cast and non-professional actors.
Creating research materials for students and acting 
dramaturgically around the play.

Spring/Summer 2022 Involvement in the 
Creative Programmes 
Department.

Working with the Head of Creative 
Programmes and the broader team to 
develop new work.
Bring their own interests and 
expertise to the role to develop and 
support the Curve Resident Creatives 
programme.

Utilising the building and staff to build up skills around 
the development of new work.

Spring/Summer 2022 Assistant Director 
for a Made at Curve 
production going on 
national tour.

To support the director Nikolai Foster 
with the production.
Support our Co-producing partners 
to receive the show into the tour 
venues.
Rehearse in the cast where required 
and be the point of contact with the 
Company Stage Manager, Production 
team and receiving house Technical 
teams.

Practical application of learning so far for an Assistant 
Director role.
Transferring a show into different venues on tour and 
managing logistics of a mid-scale touring production.

Ongoing Work alongside our 
Creative Programmes 
team with community 
groups, and leading 
workshops with 
our Curve Youth 
and Community 
Companies.

To support the Head of Creative 
Programmes in delivering projects to 
enable under-represented groups to 
access the arts.
To plan and lead a workshops for our 
Youth and Community companies.
Focus on an area of personal interest 
and develop new strands at Curve 
around audience development.

Understand the legal and pastoral requirements of 
working with children and young people.
Developing language and work with an ensemble cast 
and non-professional actors.
Learning about the local area and finding opportunities 
to create work or share learning that engages a diverse 
range of people.



Summer/Autumn 
2022

Develop and present 
your own work or 
direct a show (Title 
TBC).

Work on your own show using the 
New Work Festival as a basis for 
doing a rehearsed reading or work-in-
progress.
Directing a full professional show 
either in Theatre 400 or Theatre 
90. (This is likely to be a drama to 
be decided in collaboration with 
the CEO, Artistic Director, Senior 
Producer and Head of Creative 
Programmes).

How to develop your own project with the potential to 
apply for separate funding and/or directing a show for 
Curve.
Developing a creative concept, planning the vision 
for the performance, choosing a creative team and 
working with Communications on how to appeal to an 
audience.

Winter 2022/Spring 
2023

Associate Director 
Christmas Musical 
(Theatre 900)
or
adaption of a 
contemporary 
Children’s book 
(Theatre 400).

To assist Nikolai Foster on a 
largescale musical.
Learning the show on the basis it may 
need to be remounted in the future.
Working as an Associate with greater 
responsibility, honing leadership skills.
Rehearsing covers and the 
community ensemble.

Learning how to be an Associate Director.
Learning the leadership skills required to transfer a 
show with a large-scale company.
The requirements of covers and integrating ensemble 
community cast into a professional show.

RESIDENCY 
ACTIVITY PLAN continued

The RTYDS Director would be expected to start from summer/autumn 2021 and would potentially work on the projects 
listed above. Some titles and directors are yet to be confirmed. However, those ‘slots’ exist for the RTYDS director. 
There will be a mixture of assisting on musicals, plays, children’s theatre and work made by professionals and the 
community to give a broad experience.

Other work:
• The Trainee Director would have involvement with the New Work Festival with opportunities to support the 
 curation of shows, present work-in-progress or rehearsed readings or direct their own show in 2022.

• They would be part of the artistic readers group, writing script reports and feeding back to the Head of Creative 
 Programmes about potential plays and musicals in development.

• They would deputise for the artistic team to see local artists work and other essential shows, workshops and 
 works-in-progress where the Artistic Director, Head of Creative Programmes and Senior Producer are unavailable.

• We would look at their specific involvement and commitment to a Curve Youth and Community Company project.

• As Curve increasingly transfers shows to the West End abroad and for national touring we would want to train 
 them for associate directing on larger shows with the potential to learn about the commercial side of the industry.



OUR TEAM
STAFF EXECUTIVE TEAM

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
Chris Stafford

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR 
Nikolai Foster

DIRECTOR OF AUDIENCES 
Claire Ward

HEAD OF CREATIVE PROGRAMMES 
Beth Shouler

BUILDINGS AND TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
Jay Bridges

HR DIRECTOR 
Julia Bates

HEAD OF HOSPITALITY 
AND OPERATIONS 
David Ross

FINANCE DIRECTOR 
Linda Dixon

PRODUCING, PROGRAMMING, 
TOURING AND CREATIVE 
PROGRAMMES

SENIOR PRODUCER 
Tess Ellison

CREATIVE PROGRAMMES MANAGER 
Kay Hardiman

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR 
Francesca Picciano-Moss

CREATIVE PROGRAMMES 
PRACTITIONER 
Cara Nolan

CREATIVE PROGRAMMES 
COORDINATOR 
Paul Rogers



2021 HIGHLIGHTS





Welcome!

When we closed our doors on Monday 16 March 2020, we could never have imagined the building would still be closed over a 
year later. The sense of loss and sadness at all the things that have been postponed and cancelled over the past 12 months is 
immeasurable. However, like our city, Team Curve are a resilient group of people and from the moment we were plunged into 
lockdown, we were determined to make the very best out of every challenge thrown our way. We have always believed passionately 
that everyone who lives, works or learns in our city should have access to great art and culture, and faced with the devastation 
of the pandemic it seemed more important than ever we should do everything possible to remain connected to our audiences, 
communities, young people and artists.

We are incredibly proud of what we’ve achieved in the last 12 months; over 650,000 people have viewed our work online, we 
employed 268 freelancers and we shared over 100 hours of original digital content. We also developed our capacity for producing 
theatre online and our critically acclaimed productions of Sunset Boulevard and The Color Purple – created especially for streaming 
– were seen by over 35,000 people across 45 countries. The Telegraph noted our work as ‘ground-breaking’ and 
‘a game changer’.

We are indebted to our principal funders Arts Council England and Leicester City Council, the DCMS Culture Recovery Fund and 
the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme for supporting Curve throughout the pandemic. If it wasn’t for this crucial investment in 
Curve, as well as the unwavering support from our audiences and communities, the theatre simply wouldn’t be here today. Our 
sincere thanks to Cameron Mackintosh for the use of the revolving stage, which helped transform our auditoria into an epic, Covid 
safe arena for these productions.

We’d also like to thank our ever-supportive Board of Trustees and Team Curve; many of the team have been on furlough 
and haven’t been able to contribute directly to these projects as they normally would, but their work ethic, passion and 
talents are inherent in the fabric of each and every one of the projects we have embarked on over the past year.

On the night we shut the doors of our theatre, we wandered around the empty auditorium, the Phantom chandelier 
hanging ominously above our heads, and made a vow that we will both do whatever it takes to ensure the long-term 
survival of Curve; we will work harder than we have ever done before, to ensure our theatre can open one day and can 
continue to serve all of our communities, long into the future.

There are challenging times ahead, but working together we know Curve will come through this pandemic stronger and 
more ambitious than ever before.

See you back in LE1 this Summer! Chris Stafford Nikolai Foster 
Chief Executive Artistic Director



Over

interactions
with our content

across more than

countries
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content pieces

Over
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Young people engaged
with digital activity

over

times

      local artists and 
       companies joined us as 
Curve Resident Creatives

We delivered almost Almost



We commissioned award-winning Leicester writer 
Jess Green to create a poem inspired by the 
creativity of Leicester’s communities. 
This digital project was directed by former 
Birkbeck Resident Director Emily Oulton and 
featured contributions from over 50 local people.

#LocalArtists

#ACESupported

#HereForCulture

#YourLeicester

We continued to collaborate with Leicester-based film company Crosscut Media, 
sharing archive recordings of productions and working together to produce our 

Curve at Home productions of Sunset Boulevard and The Color Purple.

#commission

As part of DMU Pride and LGBTQ+ History Month, 
we presented Conversations, a new LGBTQ+ digital premiere 
drama from Curve Resident Creatives Emmerson and Ward.

Supported Curve Associates Serendipity 
to connect digitally to audiences for 
Black History Month and Let’s Dance International Frontiers (LDIF).



Local arts organisation

The funding has been used to support and maintain 
online arts activity, we have been able to pay for an 
annual Zoom account to support our online choir and 
singing workshops. We have also been able to invest 
some of the funding into our website development, 
helping us prepare for coming out of lockdown. We 
want to thank Curve for this funding which came at a 
point of lost potential income from several events we 
had been programmed to deliver.

Local artist

As I lost almost all of my means of 
income for the year since the pandemic 
started, I used the £1000 support to 
pay vital bills and basic needs. This 
has kept me afloat while I managed to 
adapt some work and teaching online, 
and has been really helpful for my 
personal and mental well-being during 
this difficult time.

We commissioned Curve 
Associate Artists Sheep Soup 
to create a song and video 
inspired by Made at Curve 
memories – Curtain Up

Local arts organisation

Your support during these difficult times is invaluable and on behalf 
of all arts organisations in Leicester I would like to thank you for the 
work that you are continuing to do even from afar, despite the impact 
it has had on Curve too. Thank you once again for the work you are 
doing. Not just for the community but for the Arts industry as a whole.

In June 2020 the team at Nupur Arts took over Curve’s 
Instagram channel, sharing archive content from their history 
and live-streaming free dance classes to our followers. 
Curve also shared Nupur Arts’ digital programme Nartan Online.

Nikolai Foster joined 
Moving Together’s 

Virtual Dance Festival 
in June 2020 as 

guest speaker.

#LocalArtists

We sponsored 
Curve Associate and 
Musical Supervisor 
Sarah Travis 
as part of the 
Freelance Task Force.

worth of emergency
funding available to local artists

and community groups
at the start of the pandemic

We made over



#WhoTurnedTheLightsOn

#LightsforLeicester

#Christmas2020

In partnership with Leicester City Council, 
we brought very special guests together to 

virtually switch on Leicester’s Christmas lights! 
We also commissioned the song 

They Can’t Cancel Christmas, written by Curve Associate 
Tasha Taylor Johnson and performed by Rob Green.

people

viewed by over



SAMSON HAWKINS 
Playwright and Theatre Practitioner

THE GRAMOPHONES 
Co-Artistic Directors 
Hannah Stone and Ria Ashcroft

GERRARD MARTIN DANCE 
Dancer, Choreographer, 
Movement Director and Teacher

SONIA SABRI 
Multi award-winning Dance 
Artist and Choreographer

CENTRE FOR INDIAN 
CLASSICAL DANCE 
Nilima Devi MBE, 
Artistic Director

KESHA RAITHATHA 
Dancer and Choreographer 
who embodies Kathak and 
Contemporary Movement

STATE OF FLUX 
Artistic Director Laura Weston and 
Associate Artist and Producer Brad Foster

STACEY MCCARTHY 
Dancer, Choreographer, Movement Director and Practitioner

BURNT LEMON THEATRE 
Co-Artistic Directors Cara Baldwin 
and Hannah Benson, Producer 
Tanya Agarwal

HAL MAYER 
Experimental Multidisciplinary Artist

SUBHASH VIMAN GORANIA 
Morph Productions was set up 
by Subhash in July 2016

JUDE TAYLOR 
Composer, Lyricist and Writer

TINA HOFMAN 
Bilingual Performance 
Maker

PHIZZICAL 
Artistic Director and 

CEO, Samir BhamraAs part of our commitment to supporting and developing 
local artists from across our region, we appointed 
our Curve Resident Creatives.
These 16 theatre-makers and companies will play a 
key role in shaping the future of Curve. They will be 
embedded in the life of the theatre and supported by 
Curve to create new work and develop artistic practice 
in Leicester.

We commissioned photographer 
Ellie Kurttz to virtually capture a 
series of images of the artists.

EMMERSON and WARD 
Producer Max Emmerson and Writer Rob Ward

Photography:  @elliekurttz

WAYWARD THREAD 
Artistic Director, hip hop dancer 
and choreographer Si Rawlinson



Audience Member

Just need to say how much my 15 year old grandson and I enjoyed 
last nights performance. I have seen the show many times, including 
the one at the Curve but was a first for Harry, and he loved it. I 
wasn’t sure what to expect but it was wonderful, loved how you used 
the whole theatre to tell the story. We are so lucky to have such an 
amazing regional theatre near us. Thank you with providing us with 
some access to theatre which is the thing I have missed most in this 
strange new world we find ourselves in. WELL DONE Curve.

MUSIC BY ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER   LYRICS BY CHRISTOPHER HAMPTON & DON BLACK   BASED ON THE BILLY WILDER FILM
ORCHESTRATIONS BY DAVID CULLEN & ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER   DIRECTED BY NIKOLAI FOSTER   BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THE REALLY USEFUL GROUP LIMITED

DESIGNER COLIN RICHMOND   MUSICAL SUPERVISOR STEPHEN BROOKER   MUSICAL DIRECTOR CHRIS MUNDY   CHOREOGRAPHER LEE PROUD 
LIGHTING DESIGNER BEN CRACKNELL   SOUND DESIGNER TOM MARSHALL   VIDEO & PROJECTION DESIGNER DOUGLAS O’CONNELL   CASTING BY DAVID GRINDROD CDG

THE PRODUCERS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE ROLE OF AMY POWERS IN THE LYRIC DEVELOPMENT OF SUNSET BOULEVARD

A GAME CHANGER
THE TELEGRAPH

Production photography: Marc Brenner

We streamed 82 performances, including captioned and 
audio described shows, utilising our auditoria and technical 
facilities in entirely new ways. 
Watched by almost 15,000 people*. 
Seen in 45 countries. Nearly 250 hours of streamed content.

Following the successful sponsorship of the Made at Curve 
Christmas production West Side Story in 2019, PPL kindly 
agreed to support Curve with its digital reimagining of 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Sunset Boulevard. 
This enabled us to employ 16 musicians on our 
production of Sunset Boulevard at Home.

Sponsored by Supported by

*based on household averaging 2.5 people



Audience Member

Many thanks for the opportunity to watch Sunset Boulevard. Having 
really enjoyed your original production I was not sure what to 
expect but I thought this was a superb reinterpretation of the work – 
a really imaginative and effective combination of style and content. 
The production values throughout the show, including the media 
were excellent and the performances (and direction!) outstanding.

Audience Member

We have just finished viewing Sunset Boulevard, overcome 
with admiration.
We watched it on our 55” television and it was absolutely 
splendid. Your direction was brilliant.
Theatrically, your use of the whole empty theatre was 
quite outstanding, and admirably appropriate (and indeed 
evocative) for the subject matter. I find my email is full of 
superlatives, but your production fully merited them, and gave 
us a memorable and delightful evening. Well done, CURVE.

Audience Member

To everyone who works on this MASTERPIECE!! This was absolutely STUNNING! The idea of transmitting a story (musical) 
to send out the world was GENIUS! After 30min I was still gripped and emotionally stuck. what a delight to the eye. The 
set-up to tell the story... OMG!! SPECTACULAR!! Everything that lives in a theatre was used. Even the camera crew running 
through the story was a SUBLIME idea. I want to thank all of you so much. You have given me a beautiful evening.

THE BEST-STREAMED EVENT 
I HAVE SEEN THIS YEAR

BRITISH THEATRE

DIRECTOR NIKOLAI FOSTER 
USES HIS HOME VENUE 

WITH BOTH VISUAL AND 
ARTISTIC FLOURISH

WHATSONSTAGE

THEATRE HAS GONE DIGITAL 
THIS YEAR AS NEVER BEFORE, 
BUT THE BEST HAS BEEN LEFT 

TO LAST
THE TELEGRAPH

Filmed in HD on Saturday 19 December, the first 
digital stream ‘as live’ took place on Tuesday 22 
December. The audience and critical response to the 
piece was outstanding with Dominic Cavendish 
(The Telegraph) calling it ‘a game changer’. Due to 
the success and audience demand for the show, 
the production was extended for an additional week.



BASED UPON THE NOVEL WRITTEN BY ALICE WALKER AND THE WARNER BROS./AMBLIN ENTERTAINMENT MOTION PICTURE
BOOK BY MARSHA NORMAN   MUSIC & LYRICS BY BRENDA RUSSELL, ALLEE WILLIS & STEPHEN BRAY

DIRECTOR TINUKE CRAIG   DESIGNER ALEX LOWDE   MUSICAL SUPERVISOR & MUSICAL DIRECTOR ALEX PARKER   ORCHESTRATOR MARTIN HIGGINS   CHOREOGRAPHER MARK SMITH 
LIGHTING DESIGNER BEN CRACKNELL   SOUND DESIGNER TOM MARSHALL   CASTING DIRECTOR KAY MAGSON CDG

THE COLOR PURPLE was produced on Broadway at the Broadway Theater by Oprah Winfrey, Scott Sanders, Roy Furman and Quincy Jones. The world premiere of THE COLOR PURPLE was produced by the Alliance Theatre, Atlanta, Georgia.

THE COLOR PURPLE in concert is presented by special arrangement with Theatrical Rights Worldwide LTD, www.theatricalrights.co.uk

“Breath-taking and beautifully 
shot, The Color Purple - At Home 

is a must-watch”
BROADWAY WORLD

Production photography: Pamela Raith

Thanks to our partnership with De Montfort University, 
and the support from sponsors PPL PRS, 
we were able to stream 173 hours of content, including 
captioned and audio described shows to over 20,000* 
people across the UK and Ireland.

Over 3,300 people benefitted from free tickets made available 
as a thank you to our NHS workers and school staff.

We engaged four Community Ambassadors to distribute 
free tickets to local community groups.

Streamed to almost 700 young people at 
schools and colleges.

Sponsored by Supported byin Association with

*based on household averaging 2.5 people

Mousetrap Theatre Projects (15-25 year olds)

Thank you for such a beautiful and heartfelt performance 
of The Color Purple. I cried and I laughed, and you all 
completely brought us back into that theatre space with 
such energy and atmosphere that was so tangible even 
through the screen. What an extraordinary achievement.



“this production of 
The Color Purple reminded me of 
everything I love about theatre”

BEYOND THE CURTAIN

“another aesthetic triumph 
for Leicester’s powerhouse”

THE TELEGRAPH

“the ensemble is uniformly 
and stupendously good”

BRITISH THEATRE

City of Leicester College 

I just wanted to send a big thanks for all your help and 
support with organising getting the students online and 
watching The Colour Purple. I had two emails last night 

from a Year 10 and Year 9 saying Wow, thanks Miss, and 
how much they were engaged and enjoyed the show.

Moat College

I just wanted to say a huge thank you to all 
of you for all your efforts last week.

We thoroughly enjoyed watching The Color 
Purple and the students were absolutely 

thrilled to take part in the Q and A too.

Audience Member

We loved 
The Color Purple 

at Home.
An excellent 

production, and  
no rushing to the 

bar in the interval!

sent: Facebook

“energetic and beautifully sung”
THE STAGE

Our digital learning pack and 
programme were available to 

download for free.

We hosted live online Q and As for our 
audiences and schools with the team 

behind the show.



Four archive recordings released for 
audiences to watch for free at any time. 

Memoirs of an Asian Football Casual, 
The Importance of Being Earnest, 

What the Butler Saw and 
My Beautiful Laundrette.

60+ singers, signers and musicians 
recorded a digital performance of 
Somewhere Over The Rainbow.

21 live Instagram Q and As 
with favourite Curve artists.

The Color Purple cast 
members reunited virtually to 
record seven performances for 
our digital concert, released to 
mark Black History Month.

   views 
over six continents



Over 14 hours of interviews with 
18 leading theatre-makers available 

free for audiences and schools in our 
Curve in Conversation series.

We shared 22 insights into 
Made at Curve productions 

from Creative team members 
in our Creative Commentaries 

blog series.



Zoom participant

Thank you so much for the 
Zoom meeting this morning. 
It was so informative and 
reassuring too. It was also 
lovely to see so many familiar 
faces... it made my life feel 
slightly normal and that our 
world is still turning.

Zoom participant

Thank you for supporting 
this year’s drama school 
graduates. I’d gotten into a bit 
of a spiral of negativity and 
lack of motivation over the past 
few weeks but your positivity 
was inspiring and has given 
me the hope that I needed to 
motivate myself. Thank you.

Zoom participant

Thank you so much for the Zoom 
meeting today. It was really helpful and 

interesting to hear where you are at and 
to actively be included in the process. 

You do have a very beautiful and unique 
venue and I sincerely hope to be back 
there soon to see some of your work.

Zoom participant

I just wanted to email to say the biggest thank you, 
I left the class feeling so uplifted and positive about 
what’s to come in the future, and the importance of 

just working hard, keeping the faith and having trust 
that the industry will come back stronger than ever.



Zoom participant

Just wanted to drop and email to say a big thanks for setting up 
the lovely Zoom meeting this morning. It was great to see so 

many lovely faces and to hear of how things are over there. It 
makes such a difference being able to check in with those in the 

industry, whilst being tucked away at home so thanks again!

Zoom participant

Just a note to say thank you to you both for this morning. 
For you to reach out to check in with us to see if we’re ok 
means a huge amount and will be remembered.

Zoom participant

It’s brilliant receiving the Curve emails and updates, it’s really 
helping with positivity in our industry, well done to you both for 
doing so much to keep Curve and the arts going.

Our Chief Executive Chris Stafford and Artistic Director 
Nikolai Foster have so far hosted and taken part in 
more than 20 online sessions with Artists, Freelancers, 
recent Drama Graduates, Associates, our Friends and 
Supporters, Creatives and more.

Read by actors Mark Peachey, Cathy Tyson and 
Katie Burchett, we shared over 124 chapters of favourite 
children’s tales in our Bedtime Stories, totalling over 
10 hours of story time with more than 31,000 views/listens.

Curve staff successfully 
completed over 800 training courses. 

This included 16 specialised sessions on 
topics such as Diversity, Inclusion and 

Belonging, Anti-racism, and Passport to 
Leadership. There have also been over 40 

all-staff meetings including business updates, 
wellbeing and social events.

Since 27 March 2020, we have sent 49 weekly newsletters to over 
21,000 recipients, including our Friends, Supporters, 

Members, 16 – 26 Members, Access Register, School and Group bookers. 
 

Curve has almost 100,000 followers across 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube. 



Community Ambassadors and Free Tickets

We engaged Four Community Ambassadors to distribute up to 
500 free household tickets to see The Color Purple and Sunset 
Boulevard – at Home.

We also worked with Leicester YMCA, Age UK, Pedestrian, the 
B-inspired Befriending Service, Outside Edge Theatre Company 
and more to give free access to The Color Purple – at Home.

We were also pleased to work with arts organisations Mousetrap 
Theatre Projects and Masterclass @ Theatre Royal Haymarket to 
offer discounted tickets for their young participants.

Such a powerful story, tackling 
difficult subjects in a sensitive way

The production was 
sensational – I only wish I 

could be in the room to enjoy 
those incredible women 
singing their hearts out! 

Such heartfelt spirit radiated 
from the performance.

Quote from recipients of free or discounted tickets:

We donated food to local 
charity Action Homeless

in sole étude 
A film by Matthew Cawrey

140 participants involved in 
154 individual classes over the year.



As the third national lockdown came into force, we set up a Curve Classroom to 
support home-schooling and lifelong learning. 

We shared 36 sessions from song-writing to poetry, dance to history, 
delivered by over 30 practitioners and local artists 

with over 5,000 views so far.



The Color Purple – at Home 
The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Behind The Scenes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uABvv6x6zZ4&list=PL1CU_
dYGkefEPjy_CsGwT_K1dbHhuyo3b&index=1

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Q and A with the team 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5LDGdzkS20&list=PL1CU_
dYGkefEPjy_CsGwT_K1dbHhuyo3b&index=2&t=2537s

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Schools Q and A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-6pbfZXxAk&list=PL1CU_
dYGkefEPjy_CsGwT_K1dbHhuyo3b&index=4&t=1609s

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Thank You 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqGkgiUR-Hs&list=PL1CU_
dYGkefEPjy_CsGwT_K1dbHhuyo3b&index=5

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Trailer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAvPUXppC8Q

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
Push Da Button Performance 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWRCdpie_No

The Color Purple – at Home – You Tube 
T-Shan Williams sings I’m Here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ofQjKkSQTIM

Not Something Other People Do – Jess Green – You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg5y_cgt5HU

Curve website – Curve Resident Creatives 
https://www.curveonline.co.uk/about-us/artists/resident-creatives/

Curve website – Curve Youth and Community Company 
https://www.curveonline.co.uk/get-involved/curve-young-company/

Curve website – Education Learning and resource packs 
https://www.curveonline.co.uk/get-involved/schools/

Curve website – Workshops and Classes 
https://www.curveonline.co.uk/get-involved/workshops-and-classes/

The Show Must Go Online – YouTube Playlist 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1CU_dYGkefEb8wGg__QUGl7C8nClcp5D

Curve Classroom – YouTube Playlist 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1CU_dYGkefFUP5zS8XYNwlF3tYCuViDt

Curve in Conversation – YouTube Playlist 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1CU_dYGkefH75F06oTNPmILsirsdEreW

Bedtime Stories – YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1CU_dYGkefGdszl1UkVepTOAdV6mCwTg

Curve Commissions 
Mrs Green and Sheep Soup – Curtain Up – You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bySrrRedZcU&t=5s

Nupur Arts Dance Academy – You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/user/NupurArtsDance

They Can’t Cancel Christmas – You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8UlO2dpBd4

Somewhere Over The Rainbow – You Tube 
Curve Commissioned Community Project 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2QqUMTDMSQ

CYC Dance Enhance: ...The Pulse Remains – You Tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-16xn4XqlU

in sole étude – A film by Matthew Cawrey – Vimeo 
https://vimeo.com/530214326/90c742ad2d

Sunset Boulevard – at Home 
Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Cast Reunion Performance 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZ2q550mzlc&list=PL1CU_
dYGkefHZeZR1WwUDmSi28Gjcss0L&index=1

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Trailer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Paggg55HqU

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Behind the Scenes Trailer 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OpzFX9eV83A

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Behind the Scenes with Nikolai Foster 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yjJDQHBrj8

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Danny Mac and Mollie Lynch return to Curve 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=594qyenLCdA&t=34s

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Danny Mac sings Sunset Boulevard in rehearsals 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGKDQqWxGgk

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Q and A with the team 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KcAW2H1J94

Sunset Boulevard – at Home – You Tube 
Schools Q and A 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-6pbfZXxAk&t=1614s

/CurvetheatreLeicester              @CurveLeicester              curve_leicester              Curvetheatre

This extraordinary year of creativity and new ways of 
working and connecting with our audiences is archived. 
Here you will find links to all of talks, 
classroom learning and education resources.
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